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Thank you for purchasing our high-end commercial touch interactive flat 

panel. The product have passed the rigorous testing before delivery, but 

incorrect usage may cause electric shock and fire. In order to ensure safety 

and extending the life of this product and providing the best performance 

of the machine, please read the following rules before using this product 

and observe the following safety instructions.

In the event of any of the following conditions, unplug the machine from 

the outlet and ask qualified maintenance personnel for service:

b. The machine fell or the case is damaged. 

c. There is obvious abnormality. You operate
   according to instructions, but the machine 
   still does not work.

d.Foreign body or liquid enters the machine.

e.There are unusual sounds or gas emitted.

The machine has high pressure and its 

internal does not contain user-serviceable 

parts. In order to prevent the occurrence of 

danger, please do not open the case. If you 

need maintenance, please ask qualified 

Keep the product in a well-ventilated area. 
Do not place the product in an too heated, 
cold and humid environment. Do not place 
it under direct sunlight.

a. The power wire or power plug is damaged 
or worn out. 

Important safety instructions
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* The holes in the case are designed for 

   ventilation and cooling to ensure long

   -term reliable operation of the components 

   inside the machine and prevent overheating.

   When placing the machine, it’s important to

   pay attention to prevent plugging holes.

* Do not place the product in embedded device

   unless there is a good ventilation device.

* Do not place the unit on an unstable level. Prevent falling or damage.

* Do not use the product where is closing water or wet basements and

   other similar environments.

* Remember to unplug the power wire when

   cleaning. Please use a slightly damp soft cloth 

   gently wipe the machine lightly instead of liquid

   or spray cleaner and alcohol, solvents or 

   ammonia-containing liquid 

* Before using this machine, please read and understand all the instructions and 

   indications and keep the user manual for future usage.

* Do not use the parts which are not recommended by the manufacturer to avoid

   danger.

* Power wire should be properly placed to avoid being trampled and objects

   squeezed.

* Do not overload the power outlet or extend the length of power wire to

   avoid fire and electric shock.

* All specifications in this manual and the packaging are subject to change 

   without notice. If there is a slight difference between the manual and the 

   actual operation, please take the actual operation as the standard.

*When the power plug or appliance coupler is used as a disconnect device, 

   the disconnect device should be easy to operate.
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* The machine should not suffer water droplets

   or splashes. Do not place containers containing

   water (or other liquids, etc.) on the product,

   because it may result in fire or electric shock.

* The power plug should be fully inserted into 

   the power outlet.  If it is loose may cause sparks

   and fire.

* Do not place flammable and explosive materials near the product.

* Please do not put any sharp objects, metal or liquid into or touch the signal

   connector or heat dissipation hole to avoid short circuit, damage product 

   and electric shock.

* Do not use the product immediately after moving it from a low temperature

   place to high temperature or facing the air conditioner. These may cause

   condensation inside the machine and malfunction.

* Move the product carefully to avoid hit. It’s important to protect the screen

   section. In addition, if use trolley, it’s necessary to beware of the damage 

   caused by the sudden braking, excessive force, and uneven ground.
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1 Home page

The default page is Android home when the machine is powered on firstly. Android

 home is composed of status bar and function sectors.

1.1 Status bar

 

The status bar, which is only displayed in home page and setting page, is composed

 of four parts as followed (from left to right): temperature, network Connection, 

USB Disk, Date-time. It’s just an information presentation area and cannot be 

operated.

1



1.1.1 Network status

1.2 Main functions

1.1.3 Date-Time

1.1.2 USB access status
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It is used to display the connection state of a wireless network or wired network. 

When the wired network icon is displayed , the wire network connection is

 successful , and the user can use the wired network operation. When the wireless 

network icon is displayed, the wireless network connection is successful, and the 

user can use the wireless network operation. When a network fails to connect, there

 is no network,  and the user is not able to connect to the network.

It is used to display the access status of an external USB disk. When the USB icon 

is displayed, there is a USB disk inserted and the USB flash window pop up. If 

there is no USB disk inserted, the USB disk icon wouldn’t be displayed. 

It is used to display the current date and time.

There are 8 main function sectors: “signal preview”, “Source”, “File Manager” ,

“White Board”, “ Multi-screen” “Browser”, “Settings”, and “APPS”. Select the 

function box to perform the function.
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1.2.1 Signal preview

1.2.2 File Manager
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The preview window would display a corresponding thumbnail. Click “signal 

preview” to enter into the signal source.

Click to enter the File Manager
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1.2.7 Settings

1.2.6 Browser

1.2.5 Multi-screen

1.2.4 White board

1.2.3 Source
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Click to switch preview window signal source.

Click the whiteboard to enter the whiteboard software application, which can be 

used for handwriting, drawing, and opening documents.

Click to enter multi-screen application

Click to open the browser, it can used to surf the Internet  and search information.

Click to enter settings application.



1.2.8 Apps
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² Select “APPS” to enter into the application section, which is used to display the 

installed applications. You can manage or open the apps. 

² Long press the app to uninstall the app or delete the data.

5



2.1 Network

2 Settings
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² There are six kinds of settings, which includes “network”, “backlight”, 

“lock setting”, “advanced”, “upgrade” and “restore”.

Select “Network”  to connect the machine with wireless network or wired network 

in the network connection pop-up window.
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2.2 Backlight 

7

Select “Backlight ” to set the mode and brightness of backlight  in the pop-up 

window.

[Backlight model]

There are 4 modes : “Standard”, “Custom”, “Auto”, “Energy Saver”. In the 

“Custom” mode,

[Backlight brightness]

You can set the volume and brightness of the system manually when in custom 

mode.
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2.3 Lock Settings

Select “Lock Settings” to set the “Lock Style”, “Unlock password” and “Automatic 

locking”.

[Lock Style]

² It contains 2 styles: “No”, “picture style”. Touch the icon  ◄►   to change  the style.

² The default style is “No”. The system is in sleep mode and you can rap the  screen  to

 wake the screen.

² If it is set in “picture style”, the screen would play the carousel images when  it  is 

locked. The system is in sleep mode and you can rap the screen to wake the screen.

[Unlock password]

8
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² Setting automatic lock screen will automatically enter the lock screen in the 

corresponding time.

² The default six automatic locking time: no, ten minutes, 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 45 

minutes, the custom time. Select “user defined” to set another period of time. The 

screen would be locked as settings.

2.4Advanced

Select “Advanced” to open the advanced settings pop-up window, including “Language”, 

“Input Method”, “Boot Channel”, “Source” “Boot OPS”, “Menu Hidden”, “System Time

”, “Wallpaper” .

[Language]

The default language is simplified Chinese. Touch the icon ◄►switch the language.

[Input Method ]

Select ◄►to   switch the  input language.       

[Boot Channel]

² It is used to set the channel when the machine is powered on, including 3 options:  

“Android”, “Force Input Source”, “Remember Input Source”. Touch the icon ◄► to

 change the boot channel.
² The “Boot Channel” is “Android” by default. The main page would be Android 

interface for the first time when you power on the machine. The “Source” is 

unchangeable when the “Boot Channel” is “Android”.

9
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² If the “Boot Channel” is “Force Input Source”, it would access the channel what is 

when you power off the machine last time. The “Source” is unchangeable.

²  If the “Boot Channel” is “Remember Input Source” , it would access the channel 

 what you set. The “Source” is changeable.

10

2.5 Restore

  

If you have done some improper operations, select "Restore" to restore the system to 

the default state.
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2.6Upgrade

Click “Upgrade”,it will show a pop-up,you can upgrade in local with  Udisk 

Select to check some information about the machine.

11

The shortcut menu would appear if you touch the screen on the bottom and slide up, 

including 10 sectors: “Back”, “Home”, “APP”, “Menu”, “Source”, “White Board”, 

“Lock”, “Sound”, “Brightness” and “Fold”. The shortcut menu won’t be fold 

automatically unless You need touch the fold icon to fold the menu.

3 Shortcut Menu
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3.1 Back

² Click “Back” to return the last interface.

² Clicking the “Back” button is invalid when the display is into computer mode.

² Clicking the “Back” button is invalid when the display is into homepage.

3.2 Home

² Click on "home " to enter the android home page.

² Clicking the “Back” button is invalid when the interface is into the android homepage.

3.3  The Recent App 

Clicking  “the recent App” button to check  which apps have been used recently.

3.4 Menu

Clicking  “Menu” button to  respond to the menu on the page, which cannot be  used in the

android interface. 

3.5 Source

Clicking  “Source” button to pop-up signal source select popover.

3.6 Whiteboard

Clicking the “Whiteboard button” get into the usage of whiteboard software.
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3.7 Screen Locked

² Clicking the “Screen Locked” button, the screen will be locked.

² Double-click the screen to unlock. If the lock password is set, you need to enter the

correct number when unlocking .The password can be unlocked.

3.8 sound

² Clicking the “sound” button to pop up the setting window of sound.

² Slide and adjust the volume

² Click on the left "sound" icon to switch to mute state

3.9 背光

点击 “背光 ”可调节屏幕亮暗操作
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Pack up3.10

Clicking the “pack up” button to pack up the shortcut menu.

4、Remote control
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6 One button screen off: adjusting the screen brightness.

7 The ESC key of OPS.

8 Confirmation key: selecting confirm current status.

9 Direction select key: under the menu state, you can select up and down.

10 Return key.

11 Opening writing software

12 Volume add and subtract key

13 Channel add and subtract key

14 Page up key

15 Page down key

16 Function key of OPS

17 Signal source: channel selection key, switching signal source channel to select 

different signal sources according to the demand.

18 Menu key: displaying the main menu interface / returns to the upper level menu

19 Home key: return to Android home page.

20 Auto correction key (valid under VGA channel).

21 Reserved function key.

22 Function key of OPS.

1 Power supply: pressing this button to stand by under the boot case; pressing this 

button to start in standby case.

2 Mute switch: pressing the key once, the horn has no sound, and click again to sound on.

3 Digital input key: selecting 0-9 of TV channels.

4 Channel back view key: it can show the TV channel that was watched before.

5 Channel DASH key: a TV channel with multiple digits selected by digital 0-9.
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5、Processing methods for some simple problems.

Symptom Possible factors Solution

The LCD whiteboard displays  
with snowflake spots, 
accompanied by noise .

1.Antenna connector looses and the cable damages.
2.The antenna type is not appropriate.
3. Antenna orientation or position is not correct .
4.Weak signal.

1.Check whether the antenna plug is loose and the 
cable is in good condition.
2.Check antenna type (vhf/uhf).
3.Adjust the direction and position of antenna.
4.Try to use a signal enhancer.

The screen has no display or 
sound ;the light does not shine.

The power plug is loose and the power is not 
connected.

Check whether the power line is connected.

The screen has no display or 
sound ;the light does not 
shine.The power plug is loose and 
the power is not connected.
Check whether the power line is 

The signals are disturbed, such as cars, neon lights, 
hair dryers, etc.

Do not use the hair dryer beside the machine and 
adjust the antenna direction to reduce the 
interference.

The LCD whiteboard gets 
ghosting.

The signals are disturbed, such as cars, neon lights, 
hair dryers, etc.
The signals are disturbed, such as cars, neon lights, 
hair dryers, etc.

1.Use high directional antenna
2.Adjust antenna orientation

Displaying without color Too low color saturation adjustment. Enter the "image" setting to add color saturation.

The LCD whiteboard displays 
without sound.

1.Low volume.
2.The sound is muted.

1.Adjust the volume to the right volume.
2.Press the mute button of the remote control to 
sound on.

The computer has no display, 
indicating no signal input or red 
indicator flashing.

Signal line looses or falls off. Check whether the signal connection line looses, 
falls off and reconnects.

The computer displays with 

image offset、Incomplete 

screen、 overclocking and blurry  
image.

1.Improper regulation
2.Display mode is not correct. 

1.Use the automatic adjustment function.
2.Enter the "PC picture adjustment" to adjust the 
horizontal or vertical position.
3.Use recommendation model .

Remote control distance is short 
and out of control.

1.Remote control receiving window is blocked with 
objects
2.The remote controller has low battery capacity.

1.Moving objects to avoid blocking the remote 
control receiving window.
2.Replace battery.

The browser cannot access the 
link.

1.Wrong network parameter configuration
2.Incorrect network connection.
3.Network service does not open.

1.Ask the network administrator to get the available 
network IP address and other parameters.
2.Check whether the network connection is normal
3.Consult the network service provider

Online Play is not smooth. 1.Low bandwidth network.
2.Buffering films or downloading other content at 
the same time.

1.Please upgrade your network bandwidth to higher 
bandwidth.
2.Please try to change other VOD addresses to get 

Unsmooth images �system 
halted� failing  to operate the 
machine.

1.Too many programs running.
2.The external environment (such as lightning, 
static) interferes with the normal work of the 
machine.

1.Switch off the power supply and wait for 1 to 2 
minutes until reconnecting the power again, and 
then switch on.
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6.Product Specification

55" 65" 70" 75" 86" 98"Parameters

USB

Resolutions

Brightness

Contrast Ratio

Viewing Angle

Configration

LAN I/O Port

Dp Input Port

OPTICAL Output Port

HDMI Input Port

VGA Input Port

PC-AUDIO Input Port

YPBPR Input Port

Av I/O Port

EARPHONE Output Port

MEDIA USB(OPS extension)

TOUCH-USB(OPS extension)

TOUCH-USB

RS232

PC USB(OPS extension)

HDMI 3(OPS extension)

Bare dinmensions(mm)

Packing dinmensions(mm)

Gross weight

Infraed touch-panel

Panel

Android

 System

Back I/O

 Port

Front

 Interfaces

Structure

Touch Style

3840 x 2160pixels1920x1080pixels 1920 x 1080pixels 3840 x 2160pixels3840 x 2160pixels 3840 x 2160pixels

300cd/m²(typ.) 350cd/m²(typ.) 400cd/m²(typ.) 500cd/m²(typ.)260cd/m²(typ.) 350cd/m²(typ.)

1000:1(typ.) 1100:1(typ.) 5000:1(typ.) 1120:1(typ.) 1200:1(typ.) 1300:1(typ.)

178°(H) x 178°(V) 178°(H) x 178°(V) 178°(H) x 178°(V) 178°(H) x 178°(V) 178°(H) x 178°(V) 178°(H) x 178°(V)

IN x 1/ OUT x 1

1

2

1

1

MINI x 1

MINI x 1/MINI x 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

USB2.0 x 1/USB3.0 x 1

1276.5x780.2x93

√

1638x998.6x1121522.3x931.3x87.6 1764x1050.5x99.2 2245.8x1334.8x118

1470 x 240 x 1000

49±1kg

1660 x 280 x 1090

63±1kg

1820 x 300 x 1190

72±1kg

1950 x 290 x 1270

82±1kg

2517 x 500 x 1670

181±1kg

√√ √ √ √

USB BF

102.5±1kg

1989x1194.2x97

2190 x 330 x 1400

CPU：64 bit A53 / Fequency : 1.2GHZ / Cores : Quad core / DDR3 : 1GB eMMC:8GB / System Version：4.4.2
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7.Attachment List

name

Remote Control

Battery

Wifi Line

Whiteboard pen

Operation manual

Warranty card

Certificate of qualification

Num

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

Power cord 1

Wall mount bracket 1




